
So there's this concept we're throwing around where we pin some
sap with 15 questions from us not knowing anything about them.
We're actually forbidden to do any kind of research! This tends to

avoid cliche questions like "what inspired your band to do that thing

with the guitar?" and whatever other shit you'll see elsewhere.
We're high art people. The way this particular blind interview
panned out was not as expected. The original target was meant to

be Tom Anderson. Tom Anderson, as we later found out, is

everybody's friend on Myspace.com. Yeah!! He's that Tom!!! We had
our people talking to his people and nothing really came of it. As a

Who wouldn't be disappointed
that this guy never did this

interview? h you think about kind of cheap way out we then fired the same questions (cheap

answer. tactic, that's what we're about) to another location: Lo-fi Terrorist.

We do not edit the responses. Enjoy or write a complaint. Pansy.

Interview Questions for Tom Anderson (Note: The author of these questions does not
know who you are, and has been forbidden to research you.)
Were you born or cut out? When did this take place? If you were to go approximately
nine months before your birth, is there a significant event that could explain your ^^^^^
conception (such as a father's birthday or Easter etc)?

I am drunk.

But I recall my father telling me wonderful stories about
a mass rape in Sarajevo, where he met my mother, nine
months prior to my birth...

What did you want to be as a child, did you come close
to being it? If not, why not?
I wanted to draw comics. But I sucked at it so I grabbed

\

a guitar and sucked at it as well. So I swallowed my
father's dick, but sucked at it as well.

If oil is a finite resource, why do you think that people
are pretending that things can be done to bring the
price down?
/ told you guys I wasn't gonna answer this question.
What interest would you say the journalist has in

dumbing down the intended audience?
Is this gonna be published?????????????????????????
Hypothetically you were offered your dream job and an above reasonable pay rate, but
you had to kill a soap opera star (we're including local shows), political leader of the
developing world and a sportsmen, who would you choose and how would you get away
with it?

A plume of smoke, rises to meet the
sky, just like smoke should. Are
terrorists really that bad? We mean, in

the grand scheme of things... Hmmm.



I would rip the silicon-pillows out of Jennifer
Lopez' ass, kill soap opera star Ben Affleck and
shuff him up there. The developing world is the
third world, right? Why you make me choose
between those charming dictators who still kill

in the open? Is it okee if I choose our prime
minister Balkenende (google him he looks like

Harry Potter with a vibrator up his ass) instead
who approved of the war in Iraq shuffing up his

head up Bushes ass, coming out looking like

Robert Mugabe? I would feed his body to the
major record label owners chained up in my lo fi

basement. A sportstar. What about Lance
Armstrong? He was supposed to be dead anyway,
right?

Whilst writing these questions we are binge drinking (according to the latest data) beer.

What is your opinion of alcohol in this day and age?
I love to lick the booz from a young girls body. Maybe that has to do with the fact that I

am a 47 year old alcoholic without a girlfriend, or a daughter. I quit drugs recently
because I started to see dinosaurs in the cunt of my fiancee. So now I am sticking to

beer and vodka. Vodka is purification.

It has to be argued that drugs can do good things for people. The guy in the 1st photo would never get the sex like the guy in the 2nd.

Many people either like, dislike or are indifferent to stupidity (we really dislike it) and
have various opinions about it. Some of these people are vocal about their opinions and
tend to give us the shits. Why do you think it bothers us so much?
Because you are stupid?
Have you have any rhymes made up about your name in the form of childhood teasing?
How did the one that grated you most go? If not, why did you have no friends who
taunted you?
No. They raped me with a frozen bratwurst.
There are large, grotesque beasts prowling outside, which family member would you
sacrifice to make your escape? You don't have to name names.
My father, because he is a Former-Yugoslavian war criminal, and he owes me money.
We are assuming you are a member of the male gender and it has been discussed that

sometimes, more frequently for some then others, we wake up with erections. When
was the last time you had one in a public area, how did you try to conceal it? Were you
successful? If not, what happened?
I use to have erections in the train, before I blew it up...

A week ago I got a call from a Swedish girl who told me she wanted to suck my cock,
while I was standing in line in the supermarket. Luckily I got no erection cause my cock
has been cut off in prison by some lunatic who claimed me to be the killer and rapist of



his daughter, who was found in field of daisies covered in beer and blue curacao {my
favourite Liquor). The second answer is totally unfunny compared to the even unfunnier
first one, but I feel the need to not delete it. What does it say about me?
The only natural question to follow after a question about erections is one about faecal
matter. What is the weirdest colour and consistency you have ever seen? What did you
eat to achieve that result? Would you, or have you repeated an attempt to get a similar

result?

/ am colourblind.

But I like big shits, when it exceeds the bowl and tickles your ass. I shat in the streets

in Malaysia, my girlfriend told me it was green. I saw grey hairy dog shit once, and a
dog crying over it's owner, sticking her wrinkled hand out of it's mouth...visit

Amsterdam in the summer. You're gonna luv it!

We've been let down by many things and many people, we don't even have high
expectations of either. Can you tell us about a time when you have been let down?
When I turned out to be a boy instead of a girl. Sorry, I find it hard to be serious, but I

meant this one.
Shit, a huge fly just entered my room. _ - _
Oh, and I want to kill bono too. f\ LO™T I
And all the hip new New York noise bands as well.

Not because they are from New York, as one might n
j f%4| imq

think of me being a conservative southern belle. * m%* iUI %£
But because they suck.
Jason Loewenstein, why aren't you answering my messages?
Scram C Baby is my favourite Dutch Band.
Trafassi rules as well.

Mogo is a nutter from Utrecht, preparing your assassination
What was the context of the worst photo you can remember being in?

I needed a photo for my passport, it turned out to be the worst photo ever made of me,
I look like a fat terrorist with the skull of a goat, unfortunately I had no time to change it,

because my plain was leaving for the Pentagon.
I love pictures. They remind me of the time when the picture was shot.

If you hate a particular genre of music, what genre is it you hate and what do you hate
about it? Why do you think any other genre is better? If you don't hate a particular genre,

which is your least favourite?

I hate Jazz.
The last question should be a banger, but we're avoiding cliches here. What would you
suggest we ask as a final question? What would your answer be?
1: Did you like the interview Tom Anderson?
I would say: "who the hell is Tom Anderson?"
2: Why do you think we asked you to do this interview?
I would answer: Because I know which train your mother is on, now publish it, I wanna
be famous
We were then ordered, at gun point (maybe, who knows?), to put up some information about the guy person, thing, we interviewed.

It's like a whole page of wank, do you really want to read it? Well we refuse. We're only putting up Information that's... ok! Whatever.

Unsigned for life

Lo Fi Terrorist is a musician from the city of Utrecht in the Netherlands. The music is his hobby, in fact he is a bored
playwright, according to some "the new Shakespeare", according to others "the worst writer ever, who tapes the voice
in his head on his cellphone" and puts them on myspace to see what happens. This has led to eight pages... among
wich the lo fi terrorist one till three, and the Filosopher Slackmeister.

de luxe!
Shallow "postmodern"hipsters blowing up their speakers to make a statement, should be hung. So should all the
boring self righteous indie artists, copying there examples over and over again.

The lo fi terrorist challenge is to create noise with the catchyness of a popsong, that is the fun for him. Making
abstract noised up shit, that appeals to the peoples urge for catchy tunes. Playing with genre, with styles, desperately
trying not to be hip, cause all hipness comes to an end. The music of the future? -plucks his beard, cries.

The lo fi terrorist is bored by musicians who take themselves too seriously. Like the bands on myspace begging for a
contract. Check out the myspace of record labels like Epic and Warner. But also on the subpop and matador sites.

People are posting pictures of their cunts in exchange for a deal. This makes the lo fi terrorist throw up and hostile.

Thus blowing it up with his immoral ugly disharmonic tunes breathing apocalypse... According to LFT music should
be about the music, enjoying the art of creating it.

Off course there is great shit on myspace..bands like Mogo...AAA!!!, PLING PLOING do their own shit.

Some call his stuff anti-music, the lo fi terrorist calls it "fairytale noise".


